Big Savings on Nureva HDL300

Now through Dec. 16th, 2022 Only
You can make 20% margin with a sell cost of $1440! Applies to Black or White HDL300 Models

End-user can purchase HDL300 50% off (MSRP $3599) = $1799.50

Contact your Exertis Almo Sales Rep to Learn More or Book a DEMO to Get Started!

Terms and Conditions
• This program is limited by time and supply
• One unit per End-user
• A virtual demo must be completed to be eligible.
• Nureva reserves the right to determine eligibility in its sole discretion.
• This program cannot be combined with any other special pricing program from Nureva Inc.
• This program is not available in all countries
• Contact Exertis Almo Sales for complete set of T’s&C’s and to Book a DEMO